ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTION
FIX-MT2 / FIX-MT2D3 with Drawer

Assembly of your new free standing table is very simple and tool free. Please see the following steps.
● Remove all bubble wrap and ties from the table to leave the legs and the table exposed
● Stand over the table. Hold one side of the table legs and pull them slowly upward until they are
vertical.
● Slowly lower the table legs into the brackets on each corner of the table
● Line up the pin and the groove then push into place. Put extra force onto the leg
bars once in position so it slots in tightly and deep into the groove.
● Repeat on the other end of the table.
● Turn the table over onto its legs and give an extra push on each end of the table once
free standing to make sure it’s locked in the right place.
● For the head section insert the metal u shaped bar into the grooves on the back of the head
section to the desired angle. Remove the u shaped bar from the grooves completely to lower it to a
flat position.

1. Table Leg Installation

The table is shipped completely assembled
(Figure 1)

Figure 1

This is the
groove.

The pins have been fixed
on the table frame so no
need for installation.
Figure 2

Figure 3
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Lift the table leg and line up the pin into
the groove then put extra force onto the
leg bars once in position so it slots in
tightly and deep into the groove. (Figure 4)

Figure 4

Figure 5

Figure 6

Turn the table over on it’s legs and give an extra push on each end of the table once free
standing to make sure it is locked in the right place. (Figure 5 & 6)
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2. Table drawer installation

Figure 7
This is a table that has been installed. Please
put the table on it’s legs. The drawer track has
been fixed on the table frame so just need to
insert the drawers into the table. (Figure 7)

Figure 9
Please insert the drawers into the track by hand.
It is very easy to locate the correct place. Please
check
the
drawer
function
after
installation.(Figure 9)

Figure 8
The table frame and drawer are separate
packages. There are total 3 drawers. Please
remove the drawers from their boxes. (Figure
8)

Figure 10
Here is the drawer installation completed.
Please check the table image for your
reference of correct installaation. (Figure 9)
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